Ramanujan’s Lost Crossword

All-Day Sprint
College of Charleston Math Meet 2009

All the words in this crossword are spelled using only the letters A, J, M, N, R, and U. Clues indicate which numbered space the word begins in and which of the six possible directions it extends. A winner will be selected from the maximally correct submissions. Good luck!

1. famous Indian mathematician
2. pirate exclamation
3. the Reverend Doctor Martin Luther King
4. Magdalena
5. might have a habit
6. security council
7. super
8. four gigabytes
9. colorful halo
10. μ
11. a year to Cæsar
12. jogged
13. ... and aleg
14. cuprum et argentum et ...
15. e pluribus ...
16. ... and Mrs.
17. indistinct speech
18. ancient city
19. traffic
20. Hawaiian lava
21. I think, therefore I ...
22. er...
23. ... Loa
24. capital of Jordan
25. ... and Dada
26. short for 1, 2, 3, ...
27. famous don
28. how to become president
29. Cu & Ag & ...
30. follows
31. Raggedy
32. ... Cl
33. Yoyo
Use the clues on the reverse side to complete this slantwise crossword puzzle using only the letters in the name "RAMANUJAN". If no team gets all of the entries correct, then a winner will be selected from among the maximally correct answers. Each school turns in one answer form. Put your school's form in the box in front of Maybank Hall by 2PM.